Cross Posting Example
Using the CGSSA IE Chapter as an example, this is how I would cross post on CALGUNS.
Main thread goes in IE Chapter:

Main post


Create a post that has a description of what the Event.
 Event Name:
 Date:
 CGN Link:
 CGSSA Link:
 Appleseed Links:
 Which Range:
 Who is Event Coordinator
 Volunteer List
 Weather:
 Range Fees:
 Event Details:
Make sure to included Sponsor Logo’s and Links.
Make sure to use the Social Media tools on CGSSA for the CGSSA Post.
Continue to next page

Cross Post
Take the post you created and shorten it down to a simple post.
Example: Make it short and sweet and make sure to add a link to the Main thread for discussion and any
other links the person may need.

For Social Media Tools
Make sure to post the event and calendar it on the CGSSA website: CGSSA.Org
If you need an account please let me know: Jacob@CGSSA.Org
Once you have posted the event on the CGSSA website, use the Social Media buttons to cross post across all the
outlets, make sure to have a CGSSA link (created by default when you post and calendar) in the post so the viewer
can goto one information hub and travel to other needed locations like eventbrite.
Read down for cross posting in CALGUNS

Cross Post in these area’s for Full Effect:

Finally, I do realize that this is a great deal of typing work, but when you are done you will be reaching these
communities:
Most of CALGUNS, Firearms Owners on Facebook, Twitter, Google +, CAL NRA members, Instagram, Pinterest and
others still lurking. This means your one message has the potential of reaching 2 million Californians.
Remember:
"Liberty is not a cruise ship full of pampered passengers. It is a man of war and we are all crew".-Boston T. Party

